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GIVING
BACK

6

Share the
artwork of a
smaller creator
on social media

13

Apologize
to someone
you have wronged

20

Donate
business clothes to
a homeless shelter

27

Buy some
dog or cat food
and donate it to
the animal shelter

7

Have a
meaningful
conversation with
someone older

14

Make a
coworker
a hot drink

21

Leave
inspirational
sticky notes around
your neighbourhood

28

Spend at least
30 minutes
doing something
you love to do

8

Let someone
go before you
in a queue

Pay someone
an unexpected
compliment

15

Espress your
appreciation for
someone's presence
in your life

22

Leave
body-positive
messages in clothes
at the store

29

Send a
gratitude letter
to a teacher

http://www.TenThousandDaysOfGratitude.Com
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Send a card
to someone
who lives alone

9

Put coins in
expired parking
meters

16

Give a
new mom
a gift of her own

23

Speak to
the manager and
praise your server

30

Take some
goodies to the
emergency room

T
3

Donate an
item or more
to the
Food Bank

10

17

Let someone
merge in front
of you in traffic

Send a positive
text message
to 3 people

2 4 Leave affirming
messages on the
bathroom mirror
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Say a greeting
to everyone
you meet

5

Offer to
shop for an
at-risk neighbour

11

12

1 8 Leave 5 positive

19

Let someone
else have that
great parking spot

comments on
blogs or YouTube
channels

2 5 Tell someone
you love them and
what makes them
irreplaceable

Buy a stranger
their morning
coffee

Leave a
gas gift card
at the pump

26

Clean up
litter from
the beach or park

31

Send hopeful
texts to friends
at midnight in their
time zone
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